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Abstruct
Heat, mass ønd momenntm tansfer takes pløce simuÞ

mneousþ in oentilaæd rooms. For accuraæ predi,ctions of thc

indoor erwironment, all th¿ moironmental parameters that
influence these tansport phenomena should be taken inm con-

sid¿ration. This paper introduces a method for a full assess-

mmt of indaor thermal comfon using com4utational fluid
djrtamics in conjunnion with comfort models. A compuær

Program has been deaelaped whith can be used for predicting

thermal comfon indices sotch as thermaL sensation ønd

draught risk. The sensitiztity of prediræd comfon indùes to en-

oironmental parameters is anaþsed for a mechanicaþ oenti-

laæd ffice. It was found that when the mean radiant tempera-

tltre was considered uniform in tlæ ffice, the error in the

predicted percentøge of dissarßfied (PPD) couli be as high as

7.5%. The prediction became ztnrse when the meøn rødiønt

ternþerønffe wøs mken m be the same as air æmperature point

by øint in the space. Moreouer, disregarding the ztariation of
r)a.pow þressure in the space resulæd in an error in PPD of
abour 4o/o near the source of moßrure generation.

The importance of eoaluøting borh thermal sertsation and

draught risk is abo examined. h is conclud¿d that in s¡ares

with kttle air mozsement onþ the thermal sensation is needed

for eøah,øtion of indoor thermal comfort whereas in sþaces with
air matement induced by mechanical vantiløtion or a'ir-con'

ditioning systerns both thermal sensation and draught rkk
should be evaluated.
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lntrcducfion
In the last few decades significant advances have

been made in the understanding of indoor thermal

comfort mechanisms. A number of indices have

been introduced to describe the thermal environ-

mental conditions and used in standards and guide-

lines for design and evaluation of thermal comfort'
These include the operative temperaû're (ASH-

RAE, 1981), effective temperature (ASHRAE,

1935) and dry resultant temperature (CIBSE,

1986). Fanger (L982) has derived a set of the most

comprehensive thermal sensation indices (PMV

and PPD) to date, based on the heat transfer mech-

anism and extensive laboratory testing. His results

have been adopted as an international standard

(ISO, 1984) for the specification of indoor thermal

comfort conditions. Recognising that draught is one

of the most common causes of complaint in venti-

lated or air-conditioned buildings, Fanger (1993)

recently emphasised that draught risk should be

considered to be one of the indices for assessing

thermal comfort and that ttre eústing thermal com-

fort standards need to be updated to include the

draught model (Fanger, et al., 1988). Thermal

comfort in this paper refers to an acceptable ther-

mal sensation level without risk of draught and

without thermal discomfort due to either asyrnmet-

ric radiation or vertical temperaû,rre gradient.

Indoor thermal comfort is to a large extent influ-
enced by airflow behaviour in the space. Tradition-
ally, the indoor airflow behaviour is assessed

through laboratory or site measurements of air vel-

ocity and temperature distribution. Recently com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been applied

for predicting airflow in buildings and evaluating the

indoor environment - thermal comfort and air qual-

ity. Examples of such applications can be found in
the proceedings of two recent international confer-

ences on room air movement (Anon. I992a'b).
Numerical assessment of thermal comfort can be
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performed through different approaches, depending
on ttre comfort indices employed. Draught risk' for
example, has been used as an index to evaluate ther-
mal comfort in buildings (Chen, 1990). The author
and his colleagues (Gan, et al., 1991; 1993b) have

developed a CFD program for evaluating the indoor
environment in ventilated rooms. The program pro-
duces thermal sensation indices, ttre Predicted
Mean Vote (PMÐ and the Predicted Percentage

of Dissatisfied (PPD). Further development of the
program has been made to enable both thermal sen-

sation and draught risk indices to be predicted. In
this paper, the principles of the progr¿rm are de-
scribed. The effect of the environmental parameters

such as mean radiant temperature and water vapour
pressure on ttre predicted thermal comfort indices
is then assessed. Finallg *re necessity for evaluating
both the thermal sensation and draught risk in
buildings is discussed.

Theory
The ttreoretical background and the main equations
which are solved in order to predict the thermal
comfort indices are described in this section. The
airflow model, which is based on computational
fluid dynamics (CFD), is described first, followed
by the models for thermal sensation and draught
risk.

Airflow Model
The fundamental airflow model consists of ttre con-
tinuity equation, Navier-Stokes (momentum) equa-
tion, enthalpy equation and concentration equation
together with the k-e turbulence model equations.
For an incompressible steady-state flow, the time-
averaged equations are as follows:

Continuity

ð (Qu):o (1)
ðxi

Momenfi,trn

Enthalpy

fir*',",:å((:.i)H) .'
Concentratinn

fi cn',., : * ((t. ä)f) *..n

H-2501000c
l-

1000+ 1805c

(4)

In applying the concenúation equation, it is as-

sumed that either ttre size of concentration particles

is so small or the density of concentration is so close

to the density of dry air that there is no difference
in flow velocity between air and concentration.

Air æmperantre. For a mixture of dry air and water
vapour, the temperature of air is calculated from the
enthalpy of the air mixture and the concentration of
water vapour using (ASHRAE, 1985)

The units for ttre independent variables (FI and C)
in the above equation are originally based on mass

of dry air but are expressed here on the basis of
mass of air mixture. In doing so it is assumed ttrat

ttre specific heat of dry air is approximately equal to
1000 /kS K for low concentrations.

Equation of state for an ideal gas m'ixture

p"M"tprM,
Q:

(3)

(5)

(6)
R(T+273.15)

P"rM' I
R cr+223.1t, ,. (ffi -,) .

fi rn',',r : fi (cu**, (ä. #))
- å (t{qko') +s, (s"-q)

This equation can be used for deriving the term re-
presenting buoyancy forces in the momentum equa-
tion, g¡ (Q,-Q), in terms of temperature and con-
centration as follows:
Although the density of moist air is a function of
not only air temperature and vapour concentration
but also atmospheric pressure, the variation of at-

mospheric pressure is negligible in a microclimate
such as the room environment. Therefore, by mak-
ing a double Täylor series expansion of q in terms
of T and C, Equation 6 becomes

(2)
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Q : Q,-Q [p (t-T.)+p" (C-C")]

FIence,

gi (9"-Q) : ciQ [B (T-T.)+p. (C-C,)]

where

(7)

Equation 7. In the derivation, use is made of the
Boussinesq approximation.

In the above equations, C is the mean concen-
tration of water vapour in air (kg/kg); C" is rhe con-
centration generation rate per unit volume (m3ls
m3); gi is the gravitational acceleration in x¡ direc-
tion (m/s2); H is the specific enthalpy for an air mix-
ture $ikg); k is the turbulent kinetic energy (m2ls2);
À¡t, and M, are the molecular weights of dry air and
water vapour respectively (þmol); p is the static
pressure of air (Pa); p, and pv are the partial press-
ures of dry air and water vapour, respectively (Pa);
Pr. (:p.*p,) is ttre atrnospheric pressure (Pa); q is
the volumetric rare of hear production flV/m3); R is
ttre universal gas constanr (8.314 Tmol K); T is the
mean air temperaftre ('C); Ui is the mean velocity
component in x¡ direction (rr,/Ð; Þ is the volumetric
coefficient of thermal expansion (l/K); B" is the
volumetric coefficient of expansion with concen-
tration; õ¡ is the Kronecker delta (ô¡:1 ¡¡¡:j and
ô¡¡:0 if i*j); e is the dissiparion rare of turbulent
kinetic energy çm2ls3); p and F" are the laminar and
turbulent viscosities, respectively (kg/m s), g is the
air density (kg/m3); o and o" are the laminar
Prandtl number and Schmidt number, respectively;
o. and oc are the turbulent Prandtl number and
Schmidt number, respectively. The following values
are adopted for ttre empirical turbulence constants
and turbulent Prandtl/Schmidt numbers:

(8)

Cu:0.09; C¿: 1.0; C1: I.44; Cz: 1.921' C3: 1.0;

o, :0.9; o.:1.0; o¡:1.0; o":I.22.

Boundary Conditíons
To obtain a solution of the above equations, the
room boundary conditions must be specified. These
are either known quantities or empirical and semi-
empirical expressions. The room boundary con-

(10) ditions for momentum, heat and moisture transfer
are as follows.

Suppb opening. The velocity, enthalpy (or tempera-
ture and humidity) of supply air are given as known
values. The turbulent kinetic energy k6 and its dissi-
pation rate ro of air at the supply outlet are calcu-
lated from

cuht't
0.07 L

p
It'r : Crra ã

Tùrbulent kinetic energJÌ

Dissipatinn rate of arbulent kinetic energ)

*acn',n):*(('.ä)#)
+ *+ (,+.9) -c"n,*cdxi \dx, dY\/

0"
I ôq

M" 
-lM"

a EPat 1+ (ff -').,
and subscript r is associated with the value of a vari-
able at a reference point.

Tì,trbulent viscosity

ß: -1r9q\' A \ôT7.,n". T¡273.15

*arnt,r:*((r.*")ä)
* crrr"4¡ lg¿d! \dx'

, ôu,
T-

ðxi

G: s, lBeP *p.E-)
\ O¡ dX¡ 6. d\/

(e)

);

CaG

where G is the buoyancy generation/destruction
term which represents the combined effects of ther-
mal and concentration diffirsions and is given by

c

-C"o - f--k
o

k

This and other terms of Equations 9 and 10 are
derived directly from Equation 2 with the aid of h : 0.0S Ve2 and 6n :
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where V6 is the air velocity at the supply opening
(m/s) and L is the length scale taken to be the slot
width of the supply opening (m).

The pressure at ttre supply outlet is set to zero as

a reference value for the purpose of computation.

Exit opening. The air velocity, enthaþy and humidity
at the exit are obtained from the continuity equa-
tion, thermal energy and moisture concentration
balance equations respectively. The pressure at the
exit need not be specified since it is used only for
the intermediate computation of the velocity. Other
quantities such as ttre gradients of the turbulent kin-
etic energJ and its dissipation rate are taken as zero.

Solid surface boundary. The wall surface temperature
is normally specified. Flowever, when there exists
a heat gain/loss through a surface by conduction,
convection or radiation it is computed from ttre heat
transfer rate. Figure I illustrates the heat transfer
through an external wall exposed to a cold ambient.
The method involved in such a computation is de-
scribed later in this section. In either case, at the
boundary of a wall surface the following wall-func-
tion equations due to I-aunder and Spalding (1974)
are used for the calculation of the velocity parallel
to the boundary and convective component of heat
flux through the wall:

for y* < 11.63: u* : y* and T+ - oy*

for y* > 11.63: u* : l 
ln @y+) and

K

r+ : o, ["-*r(;)]
where

Râdiâtion to Râdiåtion from su[ounding
room $ulfaces

Convætion to mbient air Convection from roc,m air

Indmr âir temperatue
Interral sufaæ temperature

ExtÊnìal ritrt'acs temperatue

Outdoü ai¡ temptratue

Fig. I Heot exchonge ond temperoture grodient lhrough on exler-
nol woll in winter

E : logarithmic law constant (:9.793)
K : Karman's constant (: 0.4187)
y+ : local ReSmolds number (y* : ,l"Qy/p)
u" : friction velocity (u.:\r(r"ïÓ))

r* : wall shear stress (Pa)

y : distance of a boundary grid point from a

wall (m)
u+ : dimensionless velocity (u* : Ur/"")
Uv : velocity parallel to a boundary (m/s)
T+ : dimensionless heat flux temperature

Cf*:Qu.Co (fL-T)/q*)
co : specific heat of air at constant pressure

O/ks K)
qw : convective component of heat flux

through a wall flV/m')
T* : wall surface temperature ('C)
f(o/o,) is given by Jayatillaka (1969):

'(;) 
: e 24[(;)"'-']

' [,*o.rr.* (-..tt;)]

The solid walls are assumed to be impervious to
moisture transfer, i.e. zero gradient of water vapour
concentration normal to the boundary. However,
when condensation on a surface takes place, a wall
function similar to that for convective heat transfer
is used for moisture transfer based on ttre heat and
mass analory. This is implemented simply by re-
placing T+ wittr C+ and Prandtl numbers (o and
o'.) with Schmidt numbers (o. and o.). Here C+ is

the dimensionless mass flux and is given by

^+ u" (C*-C)
N

where C* is the concentration of water vapour at

the wall surface in contact with air (kg/kg) and N is
ttre rate of mass transfer (m/s).

In the calculation of condensation, C* is taken
as the saturation water vapour concentration at the
temperature of the wall surface and the water va-
pour concentration at the boundary C is obtained
from the wall function C+. The enthalpy of moist
air at the boundary is then obtained from the en-
thalpy for dry air and that for water vapour. The
latent heat released in condensation of the moisture
is taken into consideration in calculating the room
surface temperature.
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The turbulant kinetic energy and its dissipation
rate at the boundary are calculated from

TJ-2¡: -i
JCu

and
U,,
lcy

The treatment of the wall boundary is also applied
to the surface of obstacles such as occupants and
furniture in the room.

Täble 1 summarises the boundary conditions
used for simulation.

Solution Method
The airflow model equations are solved for the
three-dimensional cartesian system using the
SIMPI-E algorithm (Patankar, 1980). In this
method, ttre partial differential equations are di-
rectly discretised by means of a finite volume tech-
nique on a staggered gnd. A QUICK scheme
(Læonard, 1979) is used for the solution of momen-
tum equations and a hybrid (upwind/central) differ-
encing scheme for other transport equations. To en-
hance the stability of the solution, under-relaxation
factors are applied to all the equations.

Validation of the airflow model has been carried
out for the predicted velocity, temperature and con-
centration distributions in ventilated rooms (Awbi
and Gan, 1991; Gan, et al., 1993a).

Thermol Sensqtion
Thermal sensation is evaluated in terms of the pre-
dicted mean vote and the predicted percentage of
dissatisfied proposed by Fanger (1982). These indi-
ces take account of the combined effect of environ-
mental conditions such as air velocity, air tempera-
ture, mean radiant temperature and partial water
vapour pressure of air and ttre occupants' conditions
such as clothing and activity levels. In this study the

Toble I Boundory conditíons for simulotion

Variable Supply Eút opening Solid boundary
operung

Fig. 2 Schemotic representotion of the evoluotion of shope foctors

air velocity, temperature and water vapour pressure
(concentration) distributions in a room are calcu-
lated from the flow equations. The distribution of
mean radiant temperature is attained with the help
of a radiation heat exchange model.

Room Surface Radiosity
The radiosity is the rate at which total radiant en-
ergy leaves a surface per unit area. The calculation
of the mean radiant temperaû.rre is based on the
radiosity ofroom surfaces. Each surface ofa room
can be divided into a number of small blocks de-
pending on the variation of the temperanrre or heat
flux. The determination of the radiant heat ex-
change between any two blocks is facilitated
through the geometric shape factor. Figure 2 shows
the configuration of shape factors between two sur-
face blocks (FiçÐ an¿ between a face of a grid cell
and a surface block (FpÐ. The radiosity J¡. CX¡/m2)
of block k of surface i at temperature T¡¡ is obtained
from

nm

ui
HorT

c

k

Specified Ve
Specified

Specified

Continuity
Heat balance

Contentration
balance
ðVðn:0

ôdôn:0

h:0.05 Vo2

C*ht t
" 0.07 I_

Calculated from u+
Specified or calcu-
lated from T+
ôClpn:O or calcu-
lated from C+
k:u"'?/fi

g:rr.'/ry

Jir.: eil.ÇTfl+(l-e¡)) ) Frirl¡r (11)
i:r l:l

where e¡¡ is the emissivity of block k of surface i
(namely surface block ik); ç is ttre Stefan-Bolømann
consranr (5.67x10-8 \üø/m2Ka); Fft,¡r is the radi-
ation shape factor for block k of surface i with re-
spect to block 1 of surface i; m is the number of
blocks of a room surface and n is the number of
room surfaces.

If a radiant heat flux qL 0Wm2) is present on
surface block ik then the radiosity is calculated using
the following equation:

nm
J¡r.: g*+ ) )

i:1 l:r
Fiç¡J,t

Surface j

>

where n is the normal distance from the wall

(r2)
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,<oom Surface Tèmperature

W"hen a heat source or sink is present in a room,
the heat transfer to the room air takes place by con-
vection and to the room surfaces by radiation as

well as to the room fabric by conduction. It is then
required to calculate the temperatures of inner
room surfaces and use these as boundary values in
the CFD prediction. If the radiation heat transfer is

negligible, the temperature for each surface can be
calculated from the heat transfer rate. F{owever, if
the radiant heat source or sink in a room surface
plays an important role, the temperatures of room
surfaces must be obtained using a radiation heat ex-
change model.

For surface block ik with a radiant heat flux, the
temperature T¡¡ is given by

'":[i (r-.+0*)]"-

parallelepiped weighted by the corresponding face
areas.

Thermal Sensation Indires
The predicted mean vote, PMV, and predicted per-
centage of dissatisfied, PPD (%io), are given by ISO
(1984) as:

pMV : [0.303e-o.o¡6M+0.0281 {(M-VD
- 3.05x10-3x Í5733-6.99 (M-W)-pJ
- 0.42 [(M-\¡(D-58.15]
- t.7x10-5 M (5867-p")

- o.oo14 M (34-T)
- 3.96X10-8 f"r [(I"t+273.t5)4
- (l^,1+273.1Ð41

- f.r h. (T.r-T)Ì (16)

^ike*: :1 (crÍ.-J,Ð
r cik

(14)

The surface temperature is then obtained from the
heat balance equations for conduction, convection
and radiation (see Figure 1) as well as the latent
heat release in the case of condensation. Equations
1l through L4 are solved through iteration within
each of the iterations for airflow equations.

Mean Radiant Tèmp erature

In the calculation of mean radiant temperaû.rre at a
grid point in the field, the grid ce[ is considered
as a rectangular parallelepiped. The plane radiant
temperature, Tp,. (K), at each face of the cell is cal-
culated from

If there is no radiant heat flux on surface block ik,
Equation 13 is transformed to calculate ttre net radi-
ant heat flow rate using

PPD : 100-95 exp (-0.03353 PMV4

- 0.2t79 PMV2) (17)

where
T"t : 35.7 -0.028 (M-W)-I"r{3.96x 10-8 f"r

x [(t 
"t+ 

273. 1 5)4 - Cf- ft+ 27 3.t5)41
+ f"r h. (Ta-T)Ì

h" : 2.38 Ga-T;o'zu
for 2.38 (I"r-T)o'25 > r2.LJl

h. : 12.1.,&
for 2.38 (T"r-T)o'25 <t2JJl

tr : 1.00+ 1.290 I.t for I.1< 0.078 m2IVW
f.r : 1.05t0.645 I.r for I.1)0.078 m2K X/

f,1is the ratio of man's surface area while clothed
to the area while nude; h" is the convective heat
transfer coefficient Mm2K); I.1 is the thermal re-
sistance of clothing (m2IlW); M is the occupant's
metabolic rate flüí/m2)i p, is the partial pressure of
water vaponr in air (Pa); T is the air temperature
('C); T.l is the surface temperature of clothing ('C);
T-.. is the mean radiant temperature ('C); $Ø is the
external work accomplished ,]ü/lmt) and V, is the
relative air velocity (m/s).

Although the PMV and PPD models are derived
for predicting ttre ttrermal sensation for the body as

a whole, based on a uniform thermal climate in the
occupied zone of a room, these indices can be used
to anaþe the thermal variability in ttre room for
given environmental variables (Fanger, 1982).
Thus, even if the average values for PMV and PPD
in the occupied zone are such that thermal sen-

(13) and

(15)Fnn"Iir:(:;;
\5 i:l k:r

Tprt
t/4

where Fpl is ttre radiation shape factor for radiation
from face p of a grid cell to visible room surface
block ik.

The mean radiant temperaftrre, T-,. ('C), for the
grid cell is then taken as the average of the six plane
radiant temperatures for each face of the rectangular
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sation is acceptable, the value for PPD near the
floor for example may be higher than 10% due to
non-uniform distribution of environmental par-
ameters and consequently there will be local dis-
comfort from unsatisfactory ttrermal conditions.
The environmental parameters then need to be ad-
justed in order to achieve a satisfactory thermal en-
vironment.

In addition to the calculation of thermal sen-
sation, radiant temperature asymmetry for three or-
thogonal directions can be obtained from Equation
15. I¡cal discomfort due to an asymmertric radi-
ation field such as cold windows and hot radiators
can then be evaluated.

Drcughr Risk
Fanger, et al. (1988) found that the sensation of
draught is influenced not only by air temperature
(T) and velocity flf but also by the air turbulence
level (fu). They developed ttre following draught
model which is used in this study to assess the
draught rislS the percentage of dissatisfied due to
draught (PD): for V)0.05 m/s,

PD : (3.L43+0.3696 VTU)

(34-T) N-0.05¡o'u""2 (18)

for V<0.05 nls, PD:Q
and for PD>100%, set PD:100%

The turbulence intensity, Tu (%), is defined as the
standard deviation divided by the mean velocity of
air in turbulent flow and can be calculated using

The sensitivity of predicted thermal comfort levet
to some parameters is then analysed.

Room Description
A schematic diagram of the office is shown in Fig-
ure 3. The office is 4.7 m long, 3.65 m wide and
2.5 m ceiling height. It consists of one external wall
and five internal walls including the floor and ceil-
ing. The external wall is precast concrete units clad
with ceramic tiles, cavity approximately 0.3 m with
0.15 m insulatior¡ timber framed inner skin with
dry lining finish, gling a lJ-value (overall thermal
transmission coefficient) of 0.22 rü(7m2K. The U-
value for internal walls is 1.70 Wm2K. The external
wall has a double-glazed window of width 2.95 m
and height 1.3 m with a U-value of 2.9Wlm2K. All
the room surfaces are assumed to be grey and have
an emissivity of 0.9. In winter the window is locked
and the room is heated with a recirculating mechan-
ical heating and ventilation system with heat recov-
ered from the extract air transferred to the incoming
air by means of a heat wheel. In summer the win-
dow is unlocked for natural ventilation. Simulation
is carried out for the winter heating season. The
outdoor design air temperature is - 1 oC. \ü(¡arm air
is introduced vertically upwards from the heating
system beneath the window. Part of the room air is
returned through the recirculation grille at the bot-
tom of the heater and the rest is extracted through
an extract duct installed on the wall opposite to the
curtain wall. The ventilation rate, including air in-
filtration, is four air changes per hour (i.e. 47.7 lls),
of which 22.5% is outdoor fresh air and the rest
(77.5%) is recirculated air. To simplify the simula-
tion, the air infiltrated into the room is considered
as part of the supply air. The supply air is at a tem-
perature of 23 "C and relative humidity of 4O%o.

The office is designed to minimise artificial light-
ing. This is achieved through maximum use of natu-
ral light from ttre large double-glazed window in
conjunction with automatic lighting control. The
observed rate of electric consumption for lighting
over the room area is very small (on annual average,
less than one \7att) (Crisp, et al., 1984). The heat
provided by lighting is therefore ignored in the
simulation.

The office is occupied by one person, seated by
a desk and 1.2 m away from the window. The occu-
pant and the desk are modelled as obstacles in the
room. The simulated occupant generates metabolic
heat of 70 Wl(m2 skin area) of which 30% is con-
sidered to be latent heat. The moisture production

.l2kTu: L X100
V

(1e)

Therefore, the distribution of PD in the space can
be obtained from the solution of the airflow equa-
tions.

Applicorion
The above theories are applied here for the predic-
tion of thermal comfort in a low-cost energy-eÊ
ficient office at the UK Building Research Estab-
lishment (BRE low-energy office). This is one of the
standard offices recommended for use in modelling
studies (I-eighton and Pinney, 1990). In this sec-
tion, results of one simulation are briefly discussed.
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rate by the occupant is estimated from the amount
of latent heat and is assumed to be a source at a
grid point near the head level. The occupant wears
clothes equivalent to a clottring level of 0.8 clo as a

base value (1.0 clo:0.155 m2Klü{).

Computational details. The accuracy of a numerical
solution is dependent on the grid size. A fine grid
generally produces more accurate results than does
a coarse grid. However, in many three-dimensional
cases, because of the computing cost or the limi-
tation of computer capaciry the fine grid mesh may
not be easily achievable for the whole computational
domain and instead a mixed grid of fine and coarse
control volumes (cells) is often used. In general,
relatively small cells should be provided in areas

where large gradients of the solution variables occur
such as in regions near the supply opening and solid
boundary.

In this study, a grid of non-uniform intervals is

employed, with the grid nodes concentrated near
the walls and the heater which is close to the curtain
wall anyway. The grid size is 38x36x30 (for room
length, height and width directions) and it takes
about 35 hours CPU time to solve the airflow equa-
tions for 800 iterations together with the comfort
equations using Sun Sparc I workstation.

Simulotion Results ond Discuss¡on
The simulation produces distributions of environ-
mental parameters and thermal comfort indices in
the space.

Erwironmental Parameters for Thermal Sensatinn

Figure 4 shows the predicted air movement and dis-
tributions of air temperature, mean radiant tem-
perature and water vapour pressure on a vertical
plane in the office. The location of the plane for
plotting this figure and subsequent two figures is
indicated in Figure 3. The upward air supply from
the sill has overcome the potential downdraught and
induced air circulation in the room. On the plane
shown in Figure 4(a), at circulation occurs between
the occupant and the wall with the extract duct due
to deflection of the air stream by the occupant and
thermal buoyancy from the body heat. The area be-
tween the heater and the occupant is very stagnant
because of the blockage of air movement by the oc-
cupant. fn sections where there is no obstruction to
air movement, air circulation takes place around the
room boundary in the same direction. The velocity

4.7 m

in the room is overall very low, especially in areas

away from the boundary and occupant. The average

velocity in the occupied zone is only 0.04 m/s and
the velocity for the whole space is 0.05 m/s, indi-
cating stagnant air in the room. Tlte occupied zone

here is defined as the space from floor to a height
of 1.8 m and 0.15 m away from side walls.

The air temperature is between 19.0 and 20.0 'C
at foot level and is about 2l.O "C around the head
with an average value of 20.4 "C for the occupied
zone. The mean radiant temperature near the win-
dow is relatively low (<18.0 oC) due to heat loss

through the window but is quite uniform about 1.0

m away from the curtain wall þetween 18.5 and
19.0 'C). This relatively uniform radiant tempera-
ture distribution is the result of a small temperature
difference between room surfaces (<10.0 K) owing
to the use of double glazrng. On the other hand it
is clear by comparison of Figure a(c) with 4þ) that
the radiant temperature distribution does not follow
ttre pattern of air temperature. Flence taking mean
radiant temperature as air temperature or a single

value related to surface temperatures will lead to
effors in prediction of thermal sensation indices as

will be discussed below.
The vapour pressure of air in ttre space varies

from 1I20 Pa near the air supply opening to 1810

Pa at the source of moisture generation, with a

mean value in the space of Ll67 Pa. The apparent
small variation of the vapour pressure seen from
Figure 4(d) is due to ttre large quantity of air sup-
plied in contrast with the low rate of moisture pro-
duction. The relative humidity is between 40o/o at

the supply opening and70o/o near the moisture gen-

eration source, with a mean value in the occupied
zone of about 49o/o. These extreme values for va-
pour pressure and relative humidity are confined
only to very small areas around'the air supply,and

Ë

S

Fig. 3 Schemiotic diogrom of the office with occuponcy

plottinS
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the moisture generation source. Their variations are
otherwise within 10% from the mean values for the
whole space.

Although the cold window is e¡pected ro have
ttre lowest room surface temperaû,ffe, the numerical
prediction shows ttrat even here condensation will
not occur, owing again to the double glazrng.

Thermal Comfort Leaels

Figure 5 shows the predicted thermal comfort levels
on the same vertical plane as that for Figure 4. At
the normal winter clothing level of 0.8 clo, dis-
comfort can be expected especially at foot level and
near ttre window (see Figure 5þ)) due to low air
and radiant temperatures. The average PPD in the
occupied zone is t6.4% and it is on rhe side of being
cool as indicated by the negative PMV values in Fig-
ure 5(a). The thermal sensation level is thus unac-
ceptable according to ttre ISO recommendation for
PPD of 10% (ISO, 1984).

\ü(¡hen the clothing level is increased from 0.8 clo
to 1.0 clo @y adding a sweater for example), ttre

thermal sensation level is improved as shown in Fig-
ure 6(a) compared with Figure 5þ). The calculated
value for PPD in the occupied zone becomes 7.9%.
Note that fhe values for the PPD contours in Figure
6 correspond to the percentage "cold dissatisfied",
i.e. PMV<O. Therefore, for the existing heating sys-
tem and heat supply rate, it is feasible to make use
of clothing adjustrnent so as to achieve an accept-
able thermal environment while keeping the heating
costs low

For this simulation, ttrermal discomfort due to
asyrnmetric radiation or vertical temperature gradi-
ent is insignificant. The direction in which the dis-
comfort due to asymmetric radiation may arise is
obviously normal to the cold window. Figure 5(c)
shows the radiant temperame asymmetry for this
direction on the vertical plane. The value for a radi-
q.nt ternþeranre asrymetry in the direction discussed
is defined as the difference between ttre plane radi-
ant temperature for a grid cell facing the wall with
ttre extract duct and that facing the curtain wall.
The area near the window is ttre location where the

::ii,

I
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maximum radiant temperature asyrnmetry exists.
The predicted value for this area (within ttre ocÇu-
pied zone) is 6.1 K. The radiant temperature asym-
metry ât the occupant's head region is only 1.0 K.
The negative radiant temperature asynmetry near
the heater indicates that plane radiant temperatures
for grid cells in this area facing the heater are higher
than those facing the opposite wall. The vertical
temperature gradient between 1.1 m and 0.1 m
above the floor is 0.5 K. Therefore, ttre asyrnmetric
radiation and temperature gradient are both well
\4rithin the comfort limits of 10.0 K and 3.0 K re-
spectively (ISO, 1984).

The predicted draught risk above the head level
is higher ttran ttrat near the floor (Figure 5(d)). The
calculated value for PD in ttre occupied zone is 5o/o

approximately. This low level of PD is largely due
to low air movement in the office. The air velocity
in more ttran half of the occupied zone is below 0.05
m/s (average in the occupied zone is 0.04 m/s) and
the corresponding PD value is zero according to
Equation 18. Overall ttre draught risk is therefore
small in the room. However, the PD value in the
area right above ttre head exceeds 10%, which

(d) Percentage of dssali8li.rd d¡o to üaugñt (%)

might cause some discomfort as the head is the
most draught-sensitive region @anger, et al., 1988).

Effecr of EnvironmenEl Porqmefers on
Prcdicþd Thermol Comfort levels
Most CFD programs applied in room ventilation
generate airflow pattems and temperature distri-
bution in the space. The assessment of thermal sen-

sation levels are usually based on the assumption of
uniform distribution of other environmental par-
ameters, namely, mean radiant temperature and
water vapour pressure. In this section the sensitivity
of the predicted comfort levels to the mean radiant
temperature and water vapour pressure is analysed

and possible errors arising from taking any of these

two variables as a constant are estimated.

Mean Radi.ant Tèmperan tre

As mentioned earlier, ttre mean radiant temperature
in the office is relatively uniform due to double glaz-

ing and forced air supply. Nevertheless, the accu-
racy in predicting comfort indices can still be

affected by the way the mean radiant temperature
is calculated. Because of the complexity of its calcu-

15
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o
TI

latior¡ the mean radiant temperature is often ap-
proximately taken as a single value related to sur-
rounding surface temperatures and strictly speaking
this is then used for ttre centre of the room only.
There are at least two approaches to the approxi-
mation. One is to take ttre mean radiant tempera-
ture as a simple arithmetic mean of the surface tem-
peratures weighted with the corresponding surface
areas. The other is to calculate th.e mean radiant
temperature from

of radiant temperature for the whole space, signifi-
cant errors in the predicted comfort levels will arise
for areas where the approximate value deviates con-
siderably from the calculated mean radiant tem-
peratrre based on the exact heat transfer solution.
This can be seen by comparison of the predicted
comfort levels bet'ween Figure 5þ) and Figure 6@).
The latter is obtained using the approximated value
of T*., (:18.8 "C) given by Equation 20 which is
higher than the accurate value for the area near the
cold window (<18.0'C). As a result of the approxi-
mation, the PPD value, for example, on the edge of
the occupied zone close to the window is reduced
from 23.0%o to 15.5%o (corresponding to the PMV
value from -0.92 to -0.71), 7.5o/o for PPD
"warmer", though still on the cool side. Had the
window been single-glazed, the error would have
been much larger.

In certain circumstances such as parametric
anaþis of comfort equations, the mean radiant
temperature may have to be approximately taken as

air temperature due to unknown surroundings. The
predicted thermal sensation indices will then be

r-..: (ffi)''n -rru.r, (20)

where {¡ is the area of surface block ik (m2), Tik is
the absolute temperature of surface block ik in de-
gree Kelvin whereas T-". is ttre mean radiant tem-
perature in degree Celsius.

For the case studied, the difference in the mean
radiant temperature using these ¡wo mettrods is
negligible (<0.1 K) owing to the small difference in
room surface temperatures (<10.0 K). However, if
this single value is used to represent the distribution
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index PD and therefore Y:PPD. That is to say, if
the requirement for PPD is the same as that for PD,
draught will not be a cause of severe discomfort so

long as ttre thermal sensation level is acceptable;
hence using the thermal sensation index is sufficient
for assessing thermal comfort provided ttrat there
is no other cause for thermal discomfort such as

asymmetric radiation and excessive vertical tem-
perature gradient. rW'hen the air velocity increases,
however, draught is more likely to be the cause of
thermal discomfort than is thermal sensation es-

pecially if the turbulence level is high and hence Y:
PD.

\7ith regard to ttrermal sensation, ttre figures are
approximately symmeuical around air temperature
(i.e. neutral temperature for air velocity <0.1 m/s)
of about 24.0 "C and 22.5 oC for clothing levels of

0.6 clo and 1.0 clo respectively. Above the sym-
metrical line is ttre ttrermal discomfort due to
warmth and below the line is the cold ttrermal dis-
comfort. As air temperature moves away from the
symmetrical line, the range of air velocity for Y:
PPD i.e. using thermal sensation as the only index
for ttrermal comfort without considering the risk of
draught, increases. For example, for the clothing
level of 0.6 clo and at a turbulence intensity of 30o/o,

ttre maximum air velocity for Y:PPD is about 0.08
m/s at ttre neutral temperature but increases to
about 0.15 m/s at air temperature 2.0"C higher or
lower ttran ttre same neutral temperature.

Although the clothing level affects only thermal
sensation, it alters the relative position of PPD and
PD contours. As the clothing level increases, the ef-
fect of air velocity on thermal sensation decreases
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compromised. The compromise may not be accept-
able for a known environment if air temperature dis-
tribution deviates substantially from ttrat for mean
radiant temperature. As an example, Figure 6(c)
shows ttre predicted thermal sensation on the verti-
cal plane in the office, obtained by taking the mean
radiant temperature to be the corresponding air
temperature for each grid point in the space. It is
seen by comparing Figure 6(c) with Figure 5@)
that the distribution of predicted thermal comfort
using air temperature as radiant temperature is tot-
ally different from that obtained using the radiation
heat transfer model. This can be attributed to differ-
ent distribution patterns for air temperature and
mean radiant temperature. The air temperature in-
creases gradually from floor to ceiling due to buoy-
ancy whereas the mean radiant temperafi.rre near
the cold window is lower than that for the rest of
the space. Therefore, for accurate predictions, the
mean radiant temperature should not be compro-
mised as air temperature in surroundings with non-
uniform surface temperatures, particularly in air-
conditioned perimeter offices or rooms heated with
a mechanical ventilation system.

Waær Vapour hessure
Figure 6(d) shows ttre predicted thermal sensarion
on the vertical plane using a constant vapour press-
üê (p,: 1167 Pa, predicted mean value for the
whole space). It can be seen in comparison with
Figure 5(b) for variable vapour pressure that overall
the error in predicting thermal sensation levels is
small (within 1.0% for PPD) by taking vapour
pressure as a constant. The reason for this very
small difference is that the variation of vapour press-
ure in the space, except the area around the moist-
ure generation source, is small and above all that,
for relative humidity of air be¡veen 3OYo and 70o/o,

the influence of vapour pressure on the predicted
thermal sensation indices is not as significant as

other environmental parameters. At the source of
moisture generation, however, the predicted values
for PMV and PPD are -0.68 and 14.8%o respec-
tively for pu:LL67 Pa compared wirh -0.52 and
l0 .7 % for p,: I 8 I 0 Pa (given by the solution of the
airflow equations), a net increase in PPD of 4.1%
using a constant vapour pressure (cooler than it
should be). The area near the moisture generarion
source (close to the occupant!) is one of ttre most
important areas for occupant comfort and hence
the prediction of comfort levels should be as accu-
rate as possible. Yet, it is also the area where the

largest error occurs when the variation of vapour
pressure wittr space is neglected.

Flence, it may be said that for accurate predic-
tions of thermal sensation indices the variation of
vapour pressure with space needs to be taken into
account for a known indoor occupancy pattern.
This is particularþ important for places such as

classrooms and auditoria where the occupancy den-
sity is high or places where there might be moisture
production sources other than occupants and hence
the variation of humidity with space could be large.
However, for a space with no internal moisture gen-
eration source, comfort indices can be predicted
using a constant but realistic vapour pressure with-
out much loss of accuracy.

Comporison Befween PPD ond PD
The thermal sensation index PPD and draught risk
index PD are both dependent on several par-
ameters. Some parameters such as air temperature
and velocity are coÍtmon to both PPD and PD
whereas ottrers are relevant to only one of the indi-
ces. If the requirement for percentage of occupants'
satisfaction with thermal sensation is the same as

that for draught risþ a new index may be used to
represent both PPD and PD. This new index is here
defined as

Y : max IPPD PD] (2t)

That is, Y is equal to ttre higher value of PPD and
PD. Using this index, the influence of the par-
ameters on the variations of PPD and PD can easily
be anaþed. Figures 7 and 8 show the effect of air
temperature and velocity on Y (the variations of
PPD and PD) at four turbulence levels for t'wo
clothing levels of 0.6 clo and 1.0 clo. These Y con-
tour plots are obtained for each combination of the
independent variables under the following assump-
tions:

1) occupants at a sedentary activity level (1.2
met- 70 \X/lm2 skin area);

2) mean radiant temperature:air temperature;
3) relative humidity of atr:SÙo/o.

The line in which PPD and PD intersect is given
by the equation PPD:PD for each of the plots.

As seen from these figures, when air velocity is
below about 0.08 m/s, the thermal sensarion index
PPD is in general more critical than the draught risk
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and hence the draught risk in theory becomes more
important, i.e. Y:PD especially for air tempera-
tures lower than the neutral temperature. For ex-
ample, at an air velocity of 0.1 m/s and turbulence
intensity of 50o/o, the range of air temperature for
Y:PD increases from approximately 2.7 "C (22.5
to 25.2'C) for I.1:0.6 clo to 4.5 "C (19.0 to 23.5
'C) for I"¡:1.0 clo. \üTithin these temperature ranges
and at air velocities higher than 0.1 m/s, V:PD and
ttrerefore it is not necessary to evaluate the thermal
sensation level.

In naturally ventilated offices heated with radi-
ators or convectors, air velocity is usually low
(<0.08 m/s) and Y:PPD. Flence, the evaluation of
thermal sensation is more important ttran ttre po-
tential draught. In mechanically ventilated or air-
conditioned offices, the air velocity in part of the

o.5

space may be high so that Y:PD but due to non-
uniform airflow, there may be some areas where
either air velocity is low or air temperature deviates
from neutrality so ttrat Y:PPD. Therefore, the
draught risk together with thermal sensation should
be considered for a full assessment of thermal com-
fort.

€onclusions
A CFD program for direct assessment of thermal
comfort (thermal sensation and draught risk as well
as thermal discomfort due to asymmetric radiation
or vertical temperature gradient) in rooms is de-
scribed. The effect of the relevant environmental
parameters on the ttrermal comfort is analysed.

This study has shown that for accurate predictions
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of thermal comfort in occupied rooms ttre variations
of not only the airflow pattern and air temperature
but also the mean radiant temperature, water va-
pour pressure and turbulence intensity with space
should be taken into account. For evaluation of
thermal sensation alone, errors arising from taking
the mean radiant temperature as a constant can be
significant, particularly for rooms with a cold or hot
surface such as a single glazed window or a radiant
heating panel in winter. This is also true for thermal
discomfort due to radiation asymmetry. Errors may
also arise in predicting thermal sensarion indices in
occupied rooms when the variation of vapour press-
ure with space is disregarded.

A new index has been introduced to assess ttrer-
mal comfort, Y:max IPPD PD]. It can be used
to judge whether PPD or PD needs to be included
for a full assessment of thermal comfort in build-
ings. It has been found ttrat in rooms with low air
velocity 0/<0.08 m/s and Y:PPD), evaluarion of
thermal sensation alone is normally sufficient to en-
sure thermal comfort, and the draught does not
need to be assessed if the thermal sensation level is
acceptable. In rooms where air velocity in part of
the occupied zone is higher than 0.08 m/s (Y:PD),
draught should be assessed together with thermal
sensation levels for the space.
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